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EXPLORER

The Alps Explorer programme 
has been created to support users 
who are new to Alps Connect 
and existing users who are keen 
to develop their knowledge, 
understanding and skills further. 

During a series of free videos tutorials, participants will learn about our ethos, methodology and how 
to get the most out of the different areas of the Alps Connect platform. 

Video 1: The Alps Approach

This video gives an overview of the Alps approach, including 
our ethos and methodology. During the video we explain 
the meaning of key terms such as Alps Minimum Expected 
Grades (MEGs) and Minimum Expected Points (MEPs). 

Watch Here

Video 2: Alps Thermometers
This video introduces the concept of Alps Thermometers 
and explains how these are constructed. During the video 
we also discuss how Alps scores and grades are calculated 
and how these relate to our Alps Thermometers. 

Watch Here

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pPkkDIMwRpw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ruR4MidgYBE
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Video 3: Introducing Alps Connect 
This video introduces the Alps Connect platform and 
provides an overview of how it works. During the video, we 
explain the different areas within Alps Connect and how 
they can support you as a school improvement tool. 

Watch Here

Video 4: Strategic Analysis 
This video focusses on our new Strategic Analysis 
section within the Alps Connect platform and explains 
how it works. During this video, we discuss how this area 
of Alps Connect can be used to evaluate progress and to 
identify improvement priorities. 

Watch Here
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Video 5: Subject Analysis 
This video introduces the Subject Analysis section within 
the Alps Connect platform and explains how this can be 
used to evaluate progress and to identify improvement 
priorities. 

Watch Here

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QlSVX3Eq1Ys
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4DG8s2ckKpo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OeC1L4g--BM
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Video 7: Monitoring Accuracy 
This video introduces the Monitoring Accuracy 
section within the Alps Connect platform and explains 
how it works. During the video we discuss how this area 
of Alps Connect can be used to evaluate the accuracy of 
predicted grades and the progress students are making 
between gradepoints. 

Watch Here
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Video 8: KS4 Performance Measures 
In this video we explore the KS4 Performance Measures 
area in Alps Connect and explain how this can support 
you when analysing and evaluating progress. During the 
video, we also explain how you can track student progress 
against these measures within the Student Analysis 
Overview section of Connect. 

Watch Here

Video 6: Student Analysis Overview 
In this video, we explore the Student Analysis Overview 
section within the Alps Connect platform and explain how 
it works. During the video, we discuss how this area of 
Alps Connect can be used to track and monitor student 
progress.

Watch Here

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YnlXlszU518
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X_5HBatSgIM&list=PLncV15pe9zMZsGKUvmFMugoN_sv2Pjh1o&index=9
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hiwZWZaMn28
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Video 9: KS5 Performance Measures 
This video introduces the KS5 Performance Measures 
area in Alps Connect and explains how it can support you 
when analysing and evaluating progress

Watch Here

Video 10: Alps Support and Resources 
This video provides an overview of the support and 
training options available from Alps. It also explains how 
you can access support and resources from within the 
Alps Connect platform. 

Watch Here
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Head over to the Connect  
Support Hub to get even  
more information from the  
Alps Explorer Programme:

Explore Here

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kDtbsPeDgn0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S0iAvi_aIsc
https://support.alps.education/portal/en/kb/champions/alps-explorer-programme

